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Lord of the flies chapter 9-11 study guide answers

Last updated on October 26, 2018, by eNotes Editing. Number of words: 231 study questions 1. In Simon's secret place, which source of food does flies prefer? Subscribe now 2. Where does Simon decide to go? 3. What does Simon do to figure at the foot of the mountain? 4. Who suggests Ralph and Piggy should go to the party? 5. How is it that Ralph and
Wassi having an embarrassment in the party is acceptable? 6. What does Jack advertise for Ralph's oyster? 7. What is the weather like near the end of the party? 8. What are the cheers of the boys singing while they dance? 9. Who comes out of the jungle with the mystery of the beast? 10. What scares the children and sends them to distractions? Answers
1. Flies prefer pig's blood over blood from Simon's nose 2. Simon decides to travel to the mountain and look at the face of the beast. 3. Simon frees parachutist lines from the rock. 4. Pig suggests that he and Ralph join Jack's party. 5. The boys are all laughing at the pig and this breaks the tension. 6. Jack announces that he will no longer obey oysters. 7.
The weather becomes threatening: rain, thunder and lightning. 8. Boys chant, kill the beast! Cut his throat! Shed his blood! 9. Simon gets out of the woods and is killed before he can reveal the mystery of the beast. 10. The boys scatter at the sight of the dead paratrooper walking along the tree tops as he carries from the wind. Start the 48-hour free trial and
open all the summaries, Q&amp;A and analysis you need to get better grades now. 30,000 book summaries 20% discount-free ad-content-free PDF downloads 300,000 + 5 star customer answers support ing start your 48-hour trial free already a member? Signed in here in chapter eight of Lord of the Flies, by William Golding, Jack and his hunters sharpen a
stick on both sides and put a torn bloody pig's head on it. Jack knows his hunters, like... Start studying the Lord of flies - chapter 9 questions. Learn vocabulary, terminology and more with flashcards, games and other study tools. Lord of the Flies - Study guide questions and answers ... Lord of the Flies - study guide questions and answers. Why the chapter is
called The Sound of Missiles? Pig and Ralph find oysters. When Ralph blows oysters, the sound attracts the attention of all the boys on the island who gather together. ... Lord of the Flies: Chapter 1. More Lord of The Flies Q&Amp;A | Q and A | GradeSaver Master flies questions and answersections question and answer from our study guides are a great
resource for asking questions, finding answers, ... Lord of the Flies at the end of the fourth chapter, who eats meat from hunters kills? Why is this so important to this? Answers: 1. More Lord of The Flies Chapter 9 Literature Quiz - Quizizz The Lord of The Flies Chapter 9 Project. Two years ago by mskennedy1913. I played 1177 times. 5. ... 12 questions to
show the answers. Question 1 Survey Study. 30 seconds. ... Who has a conversation with the Lord of the Flies? Answer options. Jack. Finger. Roger. Simon. Tags: Question 8. Survey. 30 seconds. More Chapters 9 and 10: The Lord of The Flies Of Flashcards | Quizlet start studying chapters 9 and 10: Lord of the Flies. Learn vocabulary, terminology and
more with flashcards, games and other study tools. more chapter 9 in Lord of the Flies? - The answers of Chapter IX of the Lord of the Flies is called a view to death. If you want to learn more about this chapter you need to be more specific when you ask your next question. more article about the Lord of The Flies studying questions and answers ... Lord of
the Flies Questions Chapters 1 - 2 1. Ralph – the protagonist of The Lord of the Flies, chose to be the head of a group of stranded boys on the island, working to save him from Pig Island – a clever boy but limited by his weight and asthma, called A Finger against his insiston Simon – a shy boy who looks to the younger boy of Jack's group – and opponents of
... more Lord of the Flies Chapter 10 Faq... In Chapter 8 of Lord of the Flies, by William Goulding, Jack and his hunters sharpen a stick on both sides and put a torn bloody pig's head on it. Jack knows his hunters, like... more Lord of the Flies Chapter 9 Questions and... In Chapter 8 of Lord of the Flies, by William Goulding, Jack and his hunters sharpen a stick
on both sides and put a torn bloody pig's head on it. Jack knows his hunters, like... More Lord of the Flies - Chapter 9 Questions... Start studying the Lord of flies - chapter 9 questions. Learn vocabulary, terminology and more with flashcards, games and other study tools. more Lord of questions and flies answers ... Answers to some questions and discussion.
7. In Chapter 9 of Lord of the Flies by William Goulding, Simon embodies the Lord of the Flies question-and-answer review · Master of the Map of Fly Island. Good discussion questions for Lord of the Flies Chapter 9. PDF Chapters 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, 50 Contest Question (Check Answers and Your Score in ... More Lord of the Flies - Study Guide Questions
and ... Lord of the Flies - study guide questions and answers. Why the chapter is called The Sound of Missiles? Pig and Ralph find oysters. When Ralph blows oysters, the sound attracts the attention of all the boys on the island who gather together. ... Lord of the Flies: Chapter 1. More Lord of The Flies Q&Amp;A | Q&amp;A ... Lord flies questions and
answer sections question and answer from our study guides are a great resource for asking questions, finding answers, ... Lord of the Flies at the end of the fourth chapter, who eats meat from hunters kills? Why is this so important to this? Answers: 1. More Lord of the Flies Chapter 9 | Literature Quiz - ... Lord of the Flies Chapter 9 Project. Two years ago by
mskennedy1913. I played 1177 times. 5. ... 12 questions to show the answers. Question 1 Survey Study. 30 seconds. ... Who has a conversation with the Lord of the Flies? Answer options. Jack. Finger. Roger. Simon. ... More Chapters 9 and 10: Lord of the Flies Flashcards | ... Start studying chapters 9 and 10: Lord of the Flies. Learn vocabulary,
terminology and more with flashcards, games and other study tools. more chapter 9 in Lord of the Flies? - The answers of Chapter IX of the Lord of the Flies is called a view to death. If you want to learn more about this chapter you need to be more specific when you ask your next question. more Lord of the Flies Chapter 10 Questions and... In Chapter 8 of
Lord of the Flies, by William Goulding, Jack and his hunters sharpen a stick on both sides and put a torn bloody pig's head on it. Jack knows his hunters, like... more Φааани / АсариниFlieο  · Lord of the Flies Questions Chapters 1 - 2 1. Ralph – the protagonist of The Lord of the Flies, chose to be the head of a group of stranded boys on the island, working
to save him from Pig Island – a clever boy but limited by his weight and asthma, called A Finger against his insiston Simon – a shy boy who looks to the younger boy of Jack's group – and opponents of ... more 1. Who protested from the heart of civilization? Samenrich (178) 2. Who killed the pig? 2. Roger (180) 3. How did Peggy die? He was hit by a rock
(181) who said he? 4. After all we are not really savage, being rescued is not a game. Ralph (170) 5. Well, we won't be painted, because we're not savages. Ralph (172) 6. You're a monster Pig and bloody, bloody thief! Ralph (179) 7. You see, i'm not going See? That's what you're going to get. Jack Oyster (181) has gone 8. Which is better, law and rescue,
or hunting and breaking things up? Pig (180) Why the chapter entitled The Sound of Missiles? Pig and Ralph find oysters. When Ralph blows oysters, the sound attracts the attention of all the boys on the island who gather together. What is Ralph's attitude towards the pig in the first chapter? Ralph saw the pig as trouble, but realized that the pig was useful.
How important is Peggy's appeal to join the mission? Why is Ralph elected president? Ralph was the first boy to call all the others all the boys feel instinctively comfortable with this person who looked oysters. What scar has been repeatedly mentioned? It's where the plane crashed. Why can't Jack kill the pig? Jack can't bear with himself killing the pig. He
was afraid of all the blood that would come when the pig was stabbed. Driving enters a group of boys in gowns. How is the pig most closely related to the adult world detected? He wants laws and order. How can a pig be indirectly responsible for blowing oysters? He told Ralph how to blow it up. They are all different from the majority of the group in different
ways. What question does little one sit with the birthmark? Ralph asks what he is going to do about the great beastie inside the forest. How does Ralph and Jack answer the question? Ralph says that there is no monster Jack claims he will hunt beastie and protect them. What is the significance of the title of the fire chapter on the mountain? It refers to the
main event in the chapter. How do they light a fire? They use pig glasses. Cottages were built on the beach in this chapter. Why does Ralph blind Jack? He criticizes Jack because he doesn't build a shelter or kill a pig. What are two different groups with emerging goals? One led by Ralph. It focuses on survival. One led by Jack. They're focused on fishing.
Why does Simon go to his country? The reason simon traveled to the forest alone is unclear, but it can be assumed that he creates a personal agenda on the island. What is the importance of the title, painted faces and long hair? The part of the faces drawn from the title refers to Jack's painting on his face to hunt pigs. The long hair part of the chapter title
refers to the time that has passed. Why roger, throwing stones at littluns, just aimed to miss? He's tassing himself by producing feedback from anger, or fear in others because it makes him feel strong. What specific position does Ralph take? Ralph makes a specific position for Jack, by reminding him that he is the president and that everyone must follow the
rules. Why does Jack refuse to give pork? He feels he has more power, he resents his relationship with Ralph. Snake has now developed the thing and is no longer even a slim beastie, but it is a monster. What is the irony of the boys' attitude towards the beast? (Paradox - a statement contrary to common belief) Percival, the young boy who claims to have
seen a monster, shows a paradox in his attitude towards the beast. In chapter five, why is Ralph calling a meeting? He's angry that Jack let the fire rush. Ralph is peggy's closest tie to power. A dead paratrooper represents an adult world that is supposed to save the boys. Why is Simon the only one who suspects a monster? It's realistic. Ralph insists on
chasing the beast because he wants to keep the rest of the boys safe, wants to defeat the creature that has already caused so many problems. Jack may be worried about safety too, but he's probably more excited about the monster he provides. Why does Jack say they don't need oysters anymore? Jack doesn't think they need any longer oysters, for the
boys facing the most important battle yet – facing the beast. In such a vital state, Jack thinks the rules are useless. Why did Simon tell Ralph you'd be back? Simon tells Ralph this to reassure him that he's going home. What happens when Ralph hurts the pig? He dazzled by the sense of hunting and triumph after he hit the pig. What's Ralph asking jack?
Ralph asks Jack about running the pigs he found. Ralph asks Jack, why do you hate me? Why do the kids run away from the dead saucer? They thought it was the beast. They don't want to work, so they join Jack. They are now barbaric. Why is sowing killing so detailed? What does the Lord of the Flies say to Simon? He tells Simon that they can't escape
from the beast because he's inside themselves. They're the beast. They want to hunt. What kind of leader is Jack? Jack is a dictator. How does Jack propose to rule without the oyster? Jack plans to judge by providing or pulling nutrition and fun. Why does Ralph and Peggy join the dance? They wanted to merge and they didn't want to be alone. It shows a
period of mourning that impresses the reader with the impact of the murder. It also contradicts the purity of nature and the corruption of humanity. What is the importance of shell title and glasses? Shell shell is a symbol of order and urbanization among schoolchildren stranded on this island. Pig glasses quickly become a symbol of life because with them boys
can make fire to feed and rescue. Why does Ralph, The Pig, and Samenrich lie about their role in Simon's death, or use darkness as an excuse? If they confess their actions, they will make them look like savages. How can Wilfred be punished and what does that tell you about Jack? Strapped to a tree and beaten, but punished for no reason. Jack did this to
show his authority. Jack denies that they killed him, and says that the monster was disguised and could come back disguised as something else so they should be on the lookout. Why does Ralph and Peggy decide to visit Jack's camp? What's jack's reaction to Ralph's rescue talk? At first, they started laughing at Ralph. Then they were silent and Jack
began to shout commands. He also took Samenrich, the twin, as prisoners. What happens when a pig carries oysters and tries to talk? The tribe had been displeased with him and then they became silent when Peggy finished talking, Roger left a loose rock and threw Peggy off the cliff, killing him. Why is Roger making his way after Jack? Roger is a past
jack superior in order to show him how to attack Samneric. How does Ralph know about Jack's plans for him? During the evening after the pig's death, Ralph climbed up to Castle Rock's side while Samenrich was on guard duty and informed him of Jack's plans. What does Ralph say to the twins when they refuse to help him? He tells the toutin where he's
going to hide and tells them to take Jack's tribe in a different direction when they come looking for him. Does Ralph understand why he should be killed? Ralph doesn't understand why Jack feels he should be killed. What is the irony of Samenrich's behavior? Just as the twins felt intimidated, Ralph also felt a spasm of terror that sent him to shake. How does
the author describe Ralph's journey across the island? He describes it in an animal cruelty. What is the irony of the fire? you're supposed to kill ralph but ends up saving all they. Why can't Percival remember his name and address? He can't do it because it's been a long time since he had to say that and he was living like a savage. By the time the pig is
killed, the scene remains to show that the boys almost numbed to death. They have lost every degree of civilization. Why does Ralph say he's in charge of the island? What was the implicit comparison at the end of the novel? The comparison between the officer's reaction and the behavior of the children is a metaphor for human nature. When you open the
story, what's Ralph's attitude towards the island? He's thrilled because there are no adults. What is force (s) that begins to act on it? He realizes he has to take responsibility for the boys. He loves Jack. Jack becomes a savage what does he think of the beast when he first mentions it? He says it's not real. Realizes that the monster (monsters) is inside the
boys. What are the two forces pulling in Ralph? His responsibility as president and attracting fishing which of these two forces eventually becomes stronger? The attraction of fishing in what way is the symbolic novel of the Garden of Eden? (symbolic - story, poem, or image can be interpreted to reveal a hidden meaning) the description of the island is the
pictures. The island is a paradise like the Garden of Eden. The beast is described as something snake. The beast symbolizes the serpent (satan) in the Bible. Follow Simon's evolution as the character of Christ. He's pure and innocent. He is sympathetic to the outcasts and shows no fear. he sees the beauty of nature rather than the desire to destroy it. He is
the first of the boys to realize that the beast within them all. He is a prophet like Jesus. Like Jesus, satan is tempted, the Lord of the Flies tries to manipulate Simon, and the Lord of the Flies represents satan. What does lord of flies mean? Beelzebub's name can be traced back to the Old Testament. In the second kings of 2:1-16, the de facto god of The City
of Ikron is called Baal Zebub, meaning the Lord of the Flies in Hebrew. Beelzebub or Baal Zebub are contemporary names of the devil. What is the importance of pig glasses? Peggy's glasses represent scientific knowledge and can be used to help or destroy humanity. In contrast to Ralph and Jack as representatives of the opposition political forces. Ralph
represents a democratic government. Jack represents dictatorship. In contrast to Ralph and Jack as representatives of spiritual powers. Ralph will be Christ and Jack will be the devil. Notice the casual way in which Ralph gives Jack control of the army. Compare this with The way in which many German thinkers and politicians accepted Hitler's Gestapo and
SS as unimportant to national life and irrelevant to national character. What is Golding's implicit comment on our (as human) position on brute force? He believes that human beings are afraid of brute force and that human beings join brute force rather than fighting. Orthodox Christianity considers humanity as marked by the original sin. That is, Adam and Eve
fell from grace in the Garden of Eden, so all humanity is evil by nature. However, there is some hope in the promise that the Savior will come to save humanity. Does Golding share this traditional Christian view? Goulding shares this traditional Christian view to some extent. Lord of the Flies is a flashbar designed by GonThemes. Powered by WordPress.
Wordpress.
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